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Year Ends on a Good Note
Another year bites the dust with the clubs last
fund raiser of the year, the Toy Run. A little
different this year with only new toys being
accepted which meant that the goods pile
was not as big as previous years. But, what
was there was good and hopefully the
children who received the gifts were suitably
grateful and happy.
A reasonable turn up by club members to
participate in the run with a few additional
bike riders joining in. It was a fine day and the
ride was enjoyed by all. A couple of
donations at the BBQ. One to the Salvos of
$500 and another to the Riding for the
Disabled group who assisted at the Rally with
breakfast—$600 I think. Well done all who
worked hard to make this ride the success it
was.
Santa, you did a terrific job in the usual
blistering summer conditions. You must lose
kilos that day?!

Club Xmas Party
Another day that went off without a hitch was our club Xmas party. Held in early December 2017 at the
Riverside Tavern at South West Rocks this venue that has on past occasions found it difficult to feed
everyone surprised with getting the food to most of us without too much delay...except for Glen’s. We’d all
finished ours before he got his! Perhaps they had to go out to catch another fish Glen?!
It was great to see everyone gathered some of whom we very rarely see throughout the year. It was
terrific to catch up with everyone’s news. Well organised Ethnic!
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More a pictorial edition this
issue of Waffle On! Hope
you all enjoy seeing
yourselves and your teddies
participating in this
worthwhile event.
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Choosing the right size NCMCC Polo Shirt for you!
To ensure you purchase the right size follow these instructions:
1.

Lay any shirt, polo or T-Shirt that fits you on a table or other flat surface with all buttons done up.

2.

Measure the front only, armpit to armpit.

3.

The resulting measurement is 1/2 chest measurement indicated in the charts above.

4.

Match your 1/2 chest measurement to one of those in the bottom boxes on the chart and order as
per the sizing in the box above that.

Note that Polo shirts will not be returned or changed. If you get the sizing wrong, or
provide incorrect spelling for your name …. Tough luck!
Your cost is $20.00 per polo shirt, the club has agreed to fund the additional cost of $13.50. Give your
sizing and money to Norma or David at the next club meeting.
Kiera

Polo
Kiera Polo Men’s

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

XLARGE

XXLARGE

3XL

5XL

53

55.5

58

60.5

63

68

73

1/2 CHEST MEASUREMENT IN CM
Kiera Polo Ladies
1/2 CHEST MEASUREMENT IN CM
Men’s

SMALL MEDIUM

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

42.5

45

47.5

50

52.5

55

57.5

60

64.5

69.5

74.5

LARGE XLARGE XXLARGE

3XL

5XL
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The do-it-yourself $1000 motorcycle
By George Armenante Feb 2016
As it appeared on website Revzilla

Over the last two years I took some rides with my girl (her name’s Edie, and she’s a dog). I rode to
work in the snow, I husled for position with a big-bucks BMW S 1000 RR at a trace day, I rode an
AMA endure in the Pine Barren of New Jersey. No big deal. Except that I did it all on the same
motorcycle. A bike that cost me about US$1,000 to buy and a little more money and time in
modifications. A motorcycle should be a rider’s own personal creation, right? Here’s mine.

The Genesis: A need, not a plan
Winter hits Philadelphia hard. I loved my 1991 Suzuki Bandit GSF400, but its carbureted inline four hated
the cold even more than I did, and it was not obligated to show up at RevZilla at 9 a.m., as I was. On days
it wouldn’t start, my next commuting option was my mountain bike, but asthma was sucking the joy out of
my winter bicycle commute, which pretty much sucked to begin with. Cabbing to work at US$20 each way
was killing me. I needed another option.
I spotted a 1997 Kawasaki Ninja 500 for sale. These bikes can often be found for less money used than
the smaller 250, which is the quintessential beginner bike. This one was owned by a gent named Frank,
who was starry-eyed for a Ninja ZX-10R. Frank was still not old enough to drink, but that clearly wasn’t
about to stop him from making poor life decisions.
Frank!” became the name I would bemoan multiple times while shaking my fist at the sky after making
“discoveries” while working on the bike. The headlight was wedged in place with duct tape and newspaper.
There were about two strands of a potential 16 wrapped around the ground terminal of the battery. A
leaking fork seal pumped fork oil onto my single front brake rotor, making for some serious butt-puckering
moments. Lemmy said my bike was a complete piece of shit and I was wasting time and money trying to
fix it up. I felt that was debatable and set out to prove him wrong.

Stage one: Getting the Ninja ready to ride

With the fairing and handlebar gone, clipons
transformed the riding position and a homemade
bracket repositioned the headlight. Photo by
George Armenante.

The Ninja 500 was reputedly engineered for a
rider about five feet, six inches tall and weighing
140 pounds. I am six feet, three inches tall and
weigh 215. The stock handlebar made me feel
like a T-Rex. Woodcraft clip-ons dropped the grips
by seven inches, but that meant the front fairing
assembly had to go. I dug the 1980s look of the
rectangular, first-generation EX500 headlight, so I
proceeded to modify a first-gen headlight stay to
accept the second-gen gauge cluster and lowered
the headlight. These modifications took forever,
because I was worried about damaging the bike’s
electronics and did all of the welding off of the
bike. It was a lot of dry fitting and complicated
jigging.

The tires on the bike lived through the majority of the
Bush administration and it was time for change. I’m
sure there’s an Obama joke in there somewhere. I
upgraded to Michelin Pilot Street radials, one of the
very few radial tire options available in 130/70-17
rear and 110/70-17 front sizes. I also swapped the
exhaust, and our beloved expert Bobby B declared
that my
Making the rear rack. Photo by George
Armenante.
Continued on page 7...
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...continued from page 6

Muzzy two-into-one achieved the most disproportionate ratio of sound to power output in the entire
RevZilla lot. I couldn’t be more pleased. The Ninja was ready for me to ride.

Stage two: Passenger accommodations
Next, I turned my attention to making sure my girl was comfortable. I normally tow her around in a
modified bicycle trailer that I made for my 10-speed, but I wanted to use internal combustion to get us to
hiking trails faster and with considerably less effort. I sketched up plans that capitalized on robust frame
mounting points to extend a platform off the back of the bike. I went a little overboard with my material
spec, but I wanted to be many times safer than sorry.
made a call to a trusted source about welding in situ and this project went along much faster. I bought a
Pelican case off craigslist, cut a suitable opening in the lid and made a grommet for the cut line out of
EPP foam. The container bolts onto the platform and the fasteners function as tie down points for Edie’s
body harness tethers. In the future, I will likely be that guy with his dog in a sidecar, but for the time being
I achieved a similar result for less money and fabrication time and I preserved the qualities of being on
only two wheels.

Stage three: Track day at New Jersey
Motorsports Park
Lots of people used the Ninja 500 for bargain racing
or track days, so up next was a Team Pro Motion track
day at NJMP’s Thunderbolt course. I already mentioned
the difference between my weight and the design
weight. To fix that, I cut the front springs per the
suspension guide on EX500wiki and sourced a secondgen Suzuki SV650 shock. The shock was a little longer
than OEM, so in addition to stiffening the rear, it also
raised it by about 0.75 inches to steepen the head angle
a little bit. Along with Woodcraft rearsets, the difference
was night and day. I could brake harder and deeper into
the corners without bracing myself for the impending
rebound and my shifts upset the suspension much less.
At tech inspection, I had to explain that my dogtransportation rear rack was not, in fact, a 12 o’clock
bar.
Team Pro Motion track day at New Jersey
My group was quite the mixed bag, with BMW S 1000
Motorsports Park. Photo by SB Image.
RRs and other extremely powerful bikes alongside
people on reformed sewing machines like my 500. “Suuuck iiit” was almost an involuntary proclamation
when I passed a substantially more powerful bike on my polished turd. Of course the karma train would
pull into the station on the straights, where my bike topped out about 126 mph and I got obliterated. I was
so focused on my glee of speed that I ignored the braking zone and needed to come to a halt off course.

Stage four: Knobbies? Really?
I loved my Pilot Street radials, but with winter approaching, I wanted to be able to do dumb things like
ride in the snow. A set of Continential TKC80s seemed like the ticket, but I was uncertain if they would
actually fit. The result: sort of. I had a little bit of rub between the chain and rear tire, but I figured the epic
battle of rubber versus steel would eventually work itself out by shaving the tire down into an interference
-free install.
My first riding impression was a-la Michael Bloom, “I’ve made a mistake.” The tires squirmed as I
cautiously entered my favorite turns. The bike felt, sounded and rode like a Jeep on pavement. But it did
get me to and from work in the snow.
As winter thawed, I yearned to justify my knobby tire purchase with some legitimate off-roading. I told
myself that I would do one solid day in the woods and I would then throw my street tires back on. One trip
to the New Jersey Pine Barrens, however, changed my whole outlook on riding.
I grew up riding bicycles off-road but had abstained from enjoying the same thrill on a motorcycle.
Traction was covered by my TKC80s, but my aggressive clip-ons and rearsets had to go. I needed some
Pro Tapers.
The top triple tree has two M8 threaded features per side for securing the OEM risers. I sketched up a
design, formalized it in Solidworks and made a quick prototype out of MDF to verify my angles before
breaking out the 6061 aluminum to make my new risers.
After many trips to the Pine Barrens, I wanted to experience the off-road equivalent of a track day. I
signed up for The Hammer Run, an AMA enduro event in South

Continued on page 8...
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Jersey. I felt a little of the Burt Munro spirit as I rode into a parking lot filled with giant pickup trucks, tour
rigs and even more spectacular KTMs and Huskys. I was, however, setting the world’s slowest pace. I
later learned there was money on whether I would make it past the lunch checkpoint.
I almost died in the first three miles of the course, falling victim to getting progressively more and more
off balance through a section of whoops. I finished in time to get some of the last grilled leftovers. The
course was 86 miles off-road, and I did most of it, except for a particular section I was strongly
encouraged not to do, based on my lack of ground clearance. It seemed like a reasonable course of
action, given the fact that a stump in the preceding section had already ripped the muffler off and I was
surrounded by the sweep crew shaking their heads at me. Plus, I still needed to ride back to Philly after
all was said and done.

What’s next?
Life should get easier for my dog-hauling, snow-commuting, track-day strafing, enduro-enduring Ninja
500. I picked up a Suzuki DR350 for riding off-road and I now have a Suzuki SV650 for commuting and
riding on the track. The Ninja is a blank canvas again. I’m open to ideas. ~ The end ~

Look a all the pictures of you taken without
‘the finger’ Keith! Got ya!
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February 2018
3rd

Thunder West, Pearlbrook, Murrurundi. Steel horse muster, Bike show, Tattoo comp.

4th

Historic Port Macquarie day. Visit museum, churchyard, gaol then lunch.

10th-11th

Trial Bay Triathlon, Marshals needed.

25th

Scotts Head festival. Show & Shine.

27th

Club Meeting Salvo’s Hall Kempsey 7.30pm and also Swap Meet & Rally.

March 2018
2nd-4th

Taree Rally and Southern Triples Rally in Gunning

9th-11th

Canberra Rally

11th

Bellbrook Bangers ride

18th
24th-25th

Comboyne, visit Alan Lattimer’s collection of machinery and meet up with Taree Club at
the Cafe
The Tony Spitiri overnight ride staying at Bundarra

24 to 2 April

Vintage MCC Bathurst Tour

27th

Club Meeting Salvo’s Hall Kempsey 7.30pm

27-4 April

Old & Rooted Sofala. Camping & madness
For more events visit the club website where everything is listed till June 2018

All rides meet at McDonalds Kempsey at 9am for a prompt 9.30am departure unless otherwise specified. There is a
regular ride every Wednesday also leaving McDonalds Kempsey at 9.30am.
Run dates may be changed at any time due to conflicting events or inclement weather. Any additional rides will be announced at Club Meetings.
All enquiries contact Neil Parker on Tel: 6599 4193 or 0414 560 265

Return Address:
NCMCC
P.O. Box 417
Kempsey NSW 2440
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